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Call Numbers given here identify the location of books in the Princeton University Library. Check the Main Catalog for further details on any book below, including whether or not it is charged out. Licensed Resources are restricted to Princeton users, on any computer on campus, or off-campus via VPN or Proxy connection, accessed through "Articles and Databases" or in the "Main Catalog" on the Library Home Page. Internet Resources can be used by anyone, anywhere.

HOT TOPICS

NEWS SOURCES FOR LGBT MATTERS


• Gay News From AfterElton, the popular culture site. Internet Resource.< http://www.afterelton.com>

• In the Life, In the Life promotes LGBT visibility in the media, and hosts the only national news program on LGBT issues. Internet Resource.<http://www.itlmedia.org/news>


VIDEOS ON LGBT THEMES.

Over 400 videos on LGBT topics are held here at Princeton and can be identified in the Main Catalog of the University Library. They are often located in the VIDL Collection in the Humanities Resource Center, where they can be charged out just like a book or other material. The library welcomes suggestions for additional video titles which should be acquired.
A BRIEF SAMPLER OF LGBT VIDEOS AT PRINCETON


Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 4943


Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 6815

It's Elementary: Talking About Gay Issues in School. (Documentary, 2008.) Directed by Debra Chasnoff. Harriman, NY: New Day Films, 2008. 2 videodiscs (78 min.) "Takes cameras into K-8 classrooms across the U.S. to look at whether and how gay issues should be discussed in schools... Makes the case that all children are affected by anti-gay prejudice."

Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 4908

The Kids Are All Right. (Motion Picture, 2010.) Directed by Lisa Cholodenko. Universal City, CA: Universal Studios Home Entertainment, c2010. 1 videodisc (107 min.) "Nic and Jules are in a long term, committed, loving but by no means perfect relationship."

Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 5950

Lesbian Nation, a Short Film Collection. New York: First Run Features, 2009. 1 videodisc, (136 min.)

Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 4550.

Contents:
- Carmelita Tropicana: Your Kunst is Your Waffen, a film by Ela Troyano (26 min.)
- Jumping the Gun, a film by Jane Schneider (9 min.)
- Little Women in Transit, a film by Barbara Heller (7 min.)
- Playing the Part, a film by Mitch McCabe (38 min.)
- Lavender Limelight: Lesbians in film, a film by Marc Mauceri (56 min.)


Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 4777

Queer China, 'Comrade.' (Motion Picture, 2008.) Directed by Cui Zi'en. Variant Title: Zhi tong zhi [New York]: dGenerate Films, c2009. 1 videodisc (60 min.) Interviews with over 30 prominent figures in China's LGBT Community. In Mandarin with optional English subtitles.

Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 4880


Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 5949


Princeton Location Humanities Resource Center: (VIDL) DVD 3525
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GENERAL RESOURCES for LGBT Study

BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Sexbiblio: Bibliography of the History of Western Sexuality - 1700 to the Present. Also includes key materials from non-Western Countries, and from Antiquity and the Middle Ages. From the University of Vienna in Austria, 2008. Internet Resource. <http://www.univie.ac.at/Wirtschaftsgeschichte/Sexbibl/about.html>


---

**BOOK REVIEWS**


Labmda Book Report. Washington, DC: Lambda Rising, Inc., 1990 to present. Licensed Electronic Resource full text in ProQuest Central, GenderWatch and other databases in Articles and Databases section of Library home page. Also Paper: (RECAP) HQ75.L37; Current issues in PR

---

**E JOURNALS**

**E-Journals: Database.**

LGBT Life with Full Text. Database providing full text of 50 of the most significant LGBT journals, and also newspapers, magazines, and books in the field. Licensed Electronic Resource. Years covered vary among titles.

**E Journals - Key Individual Titles**


Curve, the Lesbian Magazine. (San Francisco, 1995 to present.) ISSN: 1087-867X. Princeton holds Licensed Electronic Resource: 2003 to present in LGBT Life Database.


ENCYCLOPEDIAS and DICTIONARIES


GUIDES, DIRECTORIES, and ALMANACS


JOURNAL ARTICLES: INDEXES, ABSTRACTS, and FULL TEXT

Alt-Press Watch is an interdisciplinary full text database of the newspapers, magazines and journals from alternative and independent presses. Contains some 200 titles and a half million articles. Licensed Electronic Resource. Most begin in the mid 1990s or later. A few are earlier, including GCN, Gay Community News, which begins in 1973.
Alternative Press Index, (1969 to present.) Indexes radical and left journals covering cultural, economic, political and social change Licensed Electronic Resource.

ERIC Database, (1966 to present.) Treatment of LGBT issues, including homophobia, in an educational setting, covers from early ages to adult. Licensed Electronic Resource.


LGBT Life with Full Text. Database providing full text of 50 of the most significant LGBT journals, newspapers, magazines, and books. Licensed Electronic Resource. Years covered vary among titles.


Studies on Women and Gender Abstracts Online, (1995 to present) International coverage on women including gender roles and gender based social policy. Focus is on education, employment, family, health, social policy, biography, literary criticism and historical studies. Licensed Electronic Resource.

**LIBRARIES and ARCHIVES**


University of Southern California. ONE: National Gay and Lesbian Archives. Internet Resource <http://www.onearchives.org/>

**WEB DIRECTORIES, GATEWAYS, and PORTALS**


---

**SUBJECT RESOURCES for LGBT Study**

**ANTHROPOLOGY**


ART, LITERATURE, MUSIC and FILM
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CIVIL RIGHTS AND LAW


Human Rights Campaign. Internet Resources.


HISTORY


PSYCHOLOGY


QUEER STUDIES


RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY


SOCIOLOGY


